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Model Trains Gauge 0/1/G ,   DCC via Radio 
With this solution for your large scale trains you benefit in many ways: 

- Very generic and price competitive solution. You save the large DCC-controllers and boosters 

and can operate by the smallest DCC-terminal. 

- Applicable both in-door and out-door 

- DCC commands are not destroyed by dirt on tracks, secure transmission on long distances 

- Use tracks for DC-Power only, you benefit from stay-alive and battery support without DCC 

reduction complications. 

- Full range of DCC-commands and CV-settings, inclusive the CV1. 

- Applicable to all accessories like turnouts and signals saving wires 

- No set-up, no coding is necessary, plug and play. 

- Upgradeable to PC-based automations, In-out door GPS-positioning, Loconet operations etc.  
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1: How it works? 

In the initial and simple set-up, the solution consists of three components: 

1) The GT-Xconnect radio master 

2) The GT-Xcontrol Loco (Item 1302721) in the Train 

3) The GT-Xcontrol Device (tem 1302722) in turnouts, signals etc 

 

In its first simple set-up you connect the DCC Track terminal on your DCC-Controller to the DCC-input 

on the GT-Xconnect. Then you insert the GT-Xcontrol Loco in your train between the track-power and 

your DCC-decoder.  
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Figure 1: The principle of DCC by radio. 

 

You select a train on your DCC-controller. When you push a command the GT-Xconnect lifts the DCC-

signal to the radio and broadcast the signal to any GT-Xcontrol. The GT-Xcontrol captures the signal 

and pushes it directly as normal DCC-track power into the decoder. GT-Xcontrol takes power from the 

tracks. Power can be pure 16-24 V DC or any DCC as well. 

The GT-Xcontrol Loco delivers 3 A and 5 A peak. You can 

transmit any DCC-command this way, including CV-values 

but exclusive CV1.  

 

If you want to control your turnouts or signals as well, then 

you apply the GT-Control to your turnout and then you can 

shift the turnout from the DCC terminal using the 3 last digits 

in the radio address as the DCC-address.  

 

Figure 2: GT-Xcontrol 

 

2: How to apply GT-Xcontrol  with PC and GT-Command 

You can substitute the DCC-terminal or the DCC-Central with the PC. 

Connect the PC using USB to the GT-Xconnect and you install GT-Command SW on the PC. 

Now you use the PC to control the trains and the turnouts and signals. It means that you do NOT need 

any DCC-central in this set-up, since the PC and the GT-Xconnect takes all DCC to the radio. 

 

The GT-Xcontrol in train takes care of generating the DCC that the decoder needs. 

 

3: Add Positioning and automatic control  

GT-Xcontrol also acts as a position sender, if you add an ulrasound transmitter to the connector. 

In order to obtain positions from trains you need to install at least 3 satellites above your layout. A 

position is an X,Y,Z coordinate which gets calculate every 100 ms. The coordinates come from your 

decision about how you want the grid to be laid on your layout, usually you make it so that the X-axis 

runs near to you and in the bottom of the screen. 
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When the position system is defined you let a grin drive over you layout whereby it produces the dawing 

of the layout. You can later add to it of change details if you like, of let the train run on a new part which 

you have build 

 

GT-Command can now take care of running multiple trains on hat layout automatically. You just start 

writing automations in the program telling what each train has to do, or how the layout/signals/turnouts 

should behave A very strong benefit is that you make your blocks ONLY as drawings on the layout on 

the PC. The reason is that all trains are running on the layout and the block-occupation is just related to a 

certain exact position inside a block. With 10 mm accuracy you also know where in a block the trains is 

and thus GT-Command always knows the distance to any red signal ahead and can automatically drive 

to the train to stop in front of the signal, which also has a X, Y, Z position on the screen.  It does not 

matter if the signal is physical or just virtual.

 
Figure 3: Hanau track G-scale Fiddleyard in GT-Command with Positioning 

 

4: Operate in mixed mode: Traditionally and with Radio 

Few people or clubs start from the beginning. Something is already there and investments have been 

made. The system allows you to operate in many different mixed modes, i.e: 

a) You can still use your digital controller, i.e Massoth , ESU, CS II, Lenz or the like. GT-

Command connects to these centrals and control some trains via DCC on track and other trains 

with DCC by radio. You just set it up in the SW for each train. 

b) Your turnouts can also be controlled via normal wired DCC-decoders mixed with the GT-

Xcontrol by radio. An advanced component called GT-Xcheck – recently launched at the Toy 

Fair - can be used as the feed-back unit on the turnout telling the computer what actual position a 

certain turnout has. It will prevent false conclusion and settings in the automation program and 

allow you to also control your turnouts using a manual operation or via an old “stellpult” which 

is available in many layouts.  

c) If a train is operated in the traditional mode with DCC over rails, then it can be equipped with a 

small sender only transmitting the position on the layout, but not actually controlling he train. If 

you operate in a club mode and want some automation going on while members run their trains 

also manually then just add a battery driven sender to the trains and specify the length and 

characteristics of the train in GT-Command then the powerful automation can help preventing 

the usual clashes on the layout from not knowing what is going on – where 
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5: Costs and availability 

GamesOnTrack distributes the System via Uhlenbrock in Germany, HobbyTime in Holland, and 

Modellservice Center Süd in Austria. In Uk DCC supplies and in Australia All-Aboard has the 

distribution. In other countries there are various dealers, or distribution runs directly from Denmark..  

You get access through www.gamesontrack.com or http://de.shop.gamesontrack.dk/ 

 

Entry package with pure control over radio starts at 318 € for the first train, and 79 €/train going forward 

 

If you want the full package with Positioning and PC-Automation it starts at 488 € for the first train and 

3 Satellites.  

 

 
Figure 4: Bernina with Position and radio in the garden layout 

 

 
Figure 5: From the indoor layout in Hanau with GT-Command and GT-Position 
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